Presse Release

a production of

Beyond the #
— Failures and
Becomings

#MeToo #MoiAussi #Uvangalu #YoTambien
ונחנאםג# نامك_انأ# #QuellaVoltaChe shook
the foundation of oppressive systems.
What’s next?
The 13th edition of the HTMlles festival is an artistic response to the recent waves of online declarations. Beyond
the # — Failures and Becomings looks at the role of digital
technologies in this new space of expression, the reclaiming
of voice, as well as obstacles and ways to successfully move
forward. Artists, activists, and theorists redefine the foundations of success and failure and imagine new, emancipatory
perspectives. The festival brings together exhibitions, discussions, a video screening, workshops, and performances.
Created by Studio XX, HTMlles is a festival in media arts
and digital culture that brings together local, national and
international artists, scholars, and activists who are passionate about critical engagement with new technologies
from feminist perspectives. Each edition explores urgent
socio-political questions.

calendar

NOV 1 — 5, 2018

THURSDAY NOV 1
THINGS RARELY TURN OUT THE WAY I INTEND THEM
TO OR, THE INTERNET WILL NEVER CATCH ON
performance/lecture
J.R. Carpenter
4 pm – 5:30 pm
• OBORO (4001 Berri)
MAL(SOUS)ENTENDUS / MI(S)(XED)COMMUNICATIONS
exhibition until november 21st, 2018
Ahreum Lee
Amira Hanafi
Hannah Kaya
Mara Eagle
Zeesy Powers
Zohar Kfir
vernissage: 5:30 pm
• Studio XX (4001 Berri)
DERRIÈRE LES PORTES / BEHIND THE DOORS
video screening
Andrea Cooper
Caroline Monnet
kimura byol-nathalie lemoine
Les666
Rojin Shafiei
Sarah Beckwith
Taylor Yocom
Curator: Annaëlle Winand
screening : 7 pm
+ performance by Les666 + Matt Miwa
• Groupe Intervention Video (4001 Berri)
BUN SHIN SA BA
interactive karaoke installation
Ahreum Lee
starting at 8 pm
• Xangle (4001 Berri)
SHE IS
exhibition until Janurary, 31st, 2019
Angeline Meitzler
• Feminist Media Studio
• feministmediastudio.ca

FRIDAY NOV 2
BLACK ROOM
exhibition until November, 11st, 2018
Cassie McQuater
vernissage: 4 pm
• Technoculture, Art and Games (TAG)
ENCRYPT YOUR NUDES
workshop
Liane Décary-Chen
5:30 pm – 7 pm
• La Centrale Galerie Powerhouse
CODE : CORPS
exhibition until December 2nd, 2018
Lesya Nakoneczny
Laura Acosta + Santiago Tavera
vernissage: 7 pm
• articule

SATURDAT NOV 3
COLLABORATION ET RÉSISTANCE : VERS UN RÉSEAU
DE FESTIVALS FÉMINISTES D’ARTS MÉDIATIQUES
discussion
NOVA XX (Bruxelles)
Refresh (New York)
Studio XX/HTMlles (Montréal)
1 pm – 2:30 pm
• OBORO
LONGTERM LONGTABLE (VOLET 1)
public discussion/performance/dinner party
A.A.S.K. Montreal
4 pm – 6 pm
• Feminist Media Studio
LOVE SONGS TO FAILURE
video-performance
Nina Vroemen + Alejandro Sajgalik
7 pm – 8 pm
• Studio 303

SUNDAY NOV 4

VIRTUAL REALITY WITH ZEESY POWERS
workshop for families
Zeesy Powers
1 pm – 4 pm
• Studio XX
LONGTERM LONGTABLE (VOLET 2)
public discussion/performance/dinner party
A.A.S.K. Montreal
4 pm – 6 pm
• Feminist Media Studio

SUNDAY NOV 4 + MONDAY NOV 5
HORS-PISTE : TECHNOLOGIES ET TACTIQUES
DE L’ERRANCE FÉMINISTE
conference
confirmed speakers:
Marcela Fuentes (Northwestern University)
Jasmeen Pantheja (Blank Noise, Bangalore)
Professor Rebecca Harrison (University of Glasgow)
8:30 – 7 pm
• Institute for Gender, Sexuality and
Feminist Studies (IGSF)

LOCATIONS

• OBORO
• Studio XX
• Groupe Intervention Video (GIV)
• Xangle
4001, rue Berri
Mont-Royal Metro + Sherbrooke Metro
• Feminist Media Studio (FMS)
Concordia University
7141, rue Sherbrooke W.
CJ Building, # 2.130
Vendome Metro + Bus 105
• Technoculture, Art and Games (TAG)
Université Concordia
1455, boul. de Maisonneuve W.
EV Building, # 11.435
Guy-Concordia Metro
• La Centrale Galerie Powerhouse
4296, boul. Saint-Laurent
Mont-Royal Metro
• articule
262, avenue Fairmount W.
Laurier Metro
• Institute for Gender, Sexuality and
Feminist Studies (IGSF)
McGill University
845, rue Sherbrooke W.
Leacock Building, # 232
McGill Metro
• Studio 303
372, rue Sainte-Catherine W.
Belgo # 303
Place des Arts Metro

Things Rarely Turn Out the Way I
Intend Them To, or The Internet Will
Never Catch On
performance / lecture
Thursday, November 1st, 4 pm – 5:30 pm
• OBORO (4001 Berri)

Twenty-one years after participating in the first HTMlles Festival, J. R. Carpenter returns with the performance/lecture Things Rarely Turn Out the Way I Intend
Them To, or The Internet Will Never Catch On.
Social media has exponentially expanded the audience
for web-based art and writing, but the hashtag operates largely within proprietary zones of the internet
governed by neoliberal corporations. What does it
mean to write into spaces we don’t own? When does
success constitute a failure? Will the new ever get old?
Things Rarely Turn Out the Way I Intend Them To
reflects with humour on failures and becomings engendered by women web artists and writers over the past
quarter of a century or so. It prompts us to think about
how far we’ve come, to figure out how far we have yet
to go.

J.R. Carpenter (UK)
J. R. Carpenter is an artist, writer, researcher, and lecturer working in print
and digital media based in Plymouth,
UK. Her web-based work has been exhibited, published, performed, and presented in journals, galleries, museums,
and festivals around the world. She’s a
winner of the CBC Quebec Writing Competition, the Carte Blanche Award, the
Expozine Alternative Press Awards, the
Dot Award for Digital Literature (UK),
and the New Media Writing Prize (UK).

Bun Shin Sa Ba
Mal(sous)entendus / Mi(s)(xed)communications
Group Exhibition
Vernissage: Thursday, November 1st, at 5:30 pm
Exhibition until Wednesday, November 21st, 2018
• Studio XX (4001 Berri)

Bun Shin Sa Ba is an interactive audio/visual installation
that takes the form of a karaoke performance. The audience is asked to sing along to the melody of the popular
song My Heart Will Go On with new lyrics generated by
predictive auto-typing applications. By singing these
words, we fill the public space with sound provided by
data collected from private conversations. Predictive
algorithms collect this data and suggest the most commonly used word combinations across a large network
of users. The piece asks the audience to speak aloud the
words which reveal patriarchal hierarchies embedded in
the algorithms. The title of the piece refers to a mantra
chanted during a traditional Korean shamanistic ritual.
In Western culture, it could be compared to a seance.
The video accompanying the karaoke combines imagery
from this ritual with images of a typical type of female
ghost found across East Asian folklore.

Ahreum Lee (MONTREAL)
Ahreum Lee is a multimedia artist and
musician from Seoul, South Korea. She is
currently pursuing her MFA at Concordia
University. Working primarily through the
medium of sound, her work examines the
feedback loop caused by the codependent relationship between the individual
and society. As the frontwoman and
founding member of experimental rock
band Juck Juck Grunzie, she produced
three records and toured internationally
before expanding her practice to multimedia installation work.

Everything Except Yes
Mal(sous)entendus / Mi(s)(xed)communications
Group Exhibition
Vernissage: Thursday, November 1st, at 5:30 pm
Exhibition until Wednesday, November 21st, 2018
• Studio XX (4001 Berri)

Miscommunication theory suggests that many incidents
of sexual coercion are the result of failure in communication. Reliance on this theory has led to efforts such as
assertiveness training for women in which women are
instructed to unequivocally say no. After a rape has been
publicized, there is often a vocal outpouring to the tune of,
“But she never said no.” In fact, saying “no” is a rare occurrence in most linguistic contexts; it is considered socially
rude and offensive. Refusals actually play out in a typical
pattern: a slight delay, use of words like “well” or “um,” a
soothing remark, and finally a socially acceptable explanation. Everything Except Yes is a text-based browser game
that takes its player on a serpentine escapade through
social pressures and language failures by asking a series
of yes or no questions. It creates an exasperating space
for reflection on how we say no.

Amira Hanafi (CAIRO)
Amira Hanafi is a writer and artist
working with written and spoken language. Her work has been exhibited
internationally, most recently at Spazju
Kreattiv (Malta), at The Lisbon Summer
School for the Study of Culture (Portugal), and at Flux Factory (USA). Hanafi
has been supported by the Arab Fund
for Arts and Culture, commissioned by
Rhizome, and in 2017 she was the recipient of the Artraker Award for Challenging the Narrative.

A cull to—
Mal(sous)entendus / Mi(s)(xed)communications
Group Exhibition
Vernissage: Thursday, November 1st, at 5:30 pm
Exhibition until Wednesday, November 21st, 2018
• Studio XX (4001 Berri)

This process-based and durational piece proposes acts
of (re)poesis as a strategy for self-healing. Using only
the words present in two textual accounts of a traumatic
incident, the artist will create a third “new” text. The artist
will live and sleep with the text in the festival space in a
methodical and ritualistic process of reciprocal re-making.
As these two texts collide and are transformed, the artist
undergoes simultaneous self-metamorphosis—marking
both her psyche and her body-as-text through repetitive
gesture, memetic imprint, and embodied memory. This
project takes up questions of success and failure, technologies of healing and transformation, and pokes into
the ocularity within call-out culture and the benefits/
limitations of public-ness. The work aims to lay bare the
messy work of self-refashioning, the strategies employed
by survivors, and the often hidden, unglamorous work of
healing.

Hannah Kaya (MONTREAL)
Hannah Kaya is a thinker, performer,
and activist based in Montreal. Her work
offers ludic and performative methods
of enacting radical imagination. She is a
co-founder of the Fishbowl Collective (a
rad-femme, glitter-punk clown company
promoting insurrectional and intimate
dialogue), The Togethering Lab (an
ongoing, participatory experiment that
plays with ways of being together), and
a frequent collaborator with the [elephants] collective.

Autoerotix
Mal(sous)entendus / Mi(s)(xed)communications
Group Exhibition
Vernissage: Thursday, November 1st, at 5:30 pm
Exhibition until Wednesday, November 21st, 2018
• Studio XX (4001 Berri)

In Autoerotix, digital voices recite lyrics from eight pop
songs about female masturbation. Beginning with Missy
Elliot’s Oh My and ending with Cyndi Lauper’s She Bop,
the electronic voices string together songs recorded
between 1984 and 2015. Many of these lyrics celebrate
female masturbation as a “liberating” and even defiant
behaviour. When recontextualized into the medium of digital voices however, the narratives of self-love and desire
become more ambiguous—at times feeling highly satirical
while at others desperately earnest. Although the electronic voices are designed to function as neutral conduits
for information, at what point does this “bodiless neutrality” begin to break down? At what point does the digital
medium itself become charged and for what reasons? This
work uses humour and irony to explore hyper-capitalist
constructions of gender while emphasizing new intersections between bodies, language, and technology.

Mara Eagle (MONTREAL)
Mara Eagle is a Montreal-based artist
working in sound, video, sculpture, and
performance. She was born in Boston,
eats everything except mammals and
does not drink opaque liquids. She
holds a BA from Marlboro College and is
currently an MFA candidate at Concordia University where her research and
creation have been supported by the
Elizabeth Greenshields Foundation, the
Social Sciences and Humanities Research Council of Canada (SSHRC) and
the Fonds de recherche du Québec –
Société et culture (FRQSC).

This Could Be You
Mal(sous)entendus / Mi(s)(xed)communications
Group Exhibition
Vernissage: Thursday, November 1st, at 5:30 pm
Exhibition until Wednesday, November 21st, 2018
• Studio XX (4001 Berri)

+
WORKSHOP
Virtual Reality
workshop for families
Sunday, November 4th
1 pm – 4 pm
• Studio XX
Zeesy Powers proposes
a workshop for families
exploring some aspects of
her work This Could Be You.
Starting from drawings and
3D captations, participants
will be able to create a collage in a VR environment.

In This Could Be You, users inhabit the virtual body of
a “default human” mirrored by their twin. Garbage rains
down on both, jarring their bodies and filling the blasted
landscape. VR has the ideals and rhetoric of infinity (you
can be anyone, anywhere, doing anything) but practices
confinement (restricted mobility, limited access, physical
barriers). Despite the vast space and illusory physicality, the
user is still trapped. How long until this virtual space itself
is inaccessible, lost to a hardware or software update? Who
lives with the garbage left over from the excesses of the developed world? Even with the near-unlimited resources of a
rich country’s metropolis in the early twenty-first century, all
the technology and time in the world still results in a naked,
broken person trapped and tormented by the excesses of
their time.

Zeesy Powers (TORONTO)
Zeesy Powers’ work explores what
happens when the unstated rules and
narratives on which society is based are
made explicit. She has performed and
exhibited her text, performance, and image-based work internationally and has
worked in the telecommunications and
biotech industries. Powers is continuing
her work on personal strategies for coping with ubiquitous consumer technologies through a Chalmers Arts Fellowship. She lives and works in Toronto.

Testimony
Mal(sous)entendus / Mi(s)(xed)communications
Group Exhibition
Vernissage: Thursday, November 1st, at 5:30 pm
Exhibition until Wednesday, November 21st, 2018
• Studio XX (4001 Berri)

Testimony is an interactive VR documentary that shares the
stories of survivors of sexual assault and their journey to
healing. Beyond just a film, Testimony is an advocacy platform to allow the public to bear witness to those who have
been silenced. The Brock Turner case, Bill Cosby’s sexual
assaults, and the accusations against Harvey Weinstein
leading to the #MeToo campaign have helped create the
perfect storm of public outcry over sexual assault and issues
around consent. Despite persistent victim-shaming and the
discounting of their experiences, survivors are increasingly
coming forward, empowering one another to become agents
of change. Testimony aims to tackle the obstacles that
women and men still need to overcome in order to report assault and confront the legal system. The goal of Testimony
is to inspire those who have been silenced to speak out,
while building courage amongst survivors.

Zohar Kfir (BROOKLYN)
Zohar Kfir is a New York-based media artist
working with experimental video, interactive art,
and VR. Her artistic practice employs non-linear
narratives and traditional cinematic techniques
and features expanded interactivity. Kfir has
shown her work widely in galleries, festivals, and
conferences including Tribeca Film Festival, FNC
eXPlore, New York Underground Film Festival,
Transmediale, FACT, International Short Film
Festival Oberhausen, SIGGRAPH, ISEA, and
Rencontres internationales du documentaire de
Montréal. Her work has been reviewed in Time
Magazine, Vice, Engadget, i-Docs and Forbes
among others.

The Key of F.
Derrière les portes / Behind the doors
video screening
Curator: Annaëlle Winand
Screening: Thursday, November 2nd, 7 pm
• Groupe Intervention Vidéo (GIV) (4001 Berri)

The Key of F. video is a five-minute performance video in
which Cooper takes sexually aggressive sexts/texts sent
to her from men she has met on Tinder. As a single, sexual
woman who is active in social media, she has discovered
through sexting that there is a liminal line between desire,
sex, pornography, and violence when it comes to communication. For all the intense intimacy in the conversations and
visual graphics, there can be a complete lack of intimacy
and inhibition when it comes to technology. Men often feel
free to type whatever they want without consequence. As
a woman looking to make a connection, or to simply get off,
men’s choice of language can sometimes be the antithesis
of arousing. By performing these words directly from texts,
as a woman and an artist, Cooper has the agency to “take
them back” so that they have new meaning. When spoken,
these words live outside of the phone and become their own
entity.

Andrea Cooper (ST. JOHN’S)
Andrea Cooper is an interdisciplinary artist with
a MVS from the University of Toronto and a
BFA from Concordia University. Her work Room
for A Pony was selected for the Gros Morne
Playwrights’ Residency. Strange Things won
the National Film Board of Canada’s Emerging
Filmmaker/Video Artist Award at the Images
Festival. Cooper’s work has been exhibited in
solo exhibitions at Grunt Gallery (Vancouver),
Red Head Gallery (Toronto), and Eastern Edge
Gallery (St John’s).

Creatura Dada
Derrière les portes / Behind the doors
video screening
Curator: Annaëlle Winand
Screening: Thursday, November 2nd, 7 pm
• Groupe Intervention Vidéo (GIV) (4001 Berri)

Six powerful native women gather up to celebrate a new
beginning and the end of the world as we know it.

Caroline Monnet (MONTRÉAL)
Caroline Monnet is a multidisciplinary artist from
Outaouais, Quebec. She studied in both Sociology
and Communication at the University of Ottawa
(Canada) and the University of Granada (Spain)
before pursuing a career in visual arts and films.
Her work has been programmed in exhibitions and
festivals internationally, including the Palais de
Tokyo (Paris), Haus der Kulturen der Welt (Berlin),
TIFF, Sundance, Aesthetica (UK), Palm Springs
(USA), Cannes Film Festival, Museum of Contemporary Art (Montréal), Arsenal Contemporary NY,
Axenéo7 (Gatineau), Walter Phillips Gallery (Banff)
and the National Art Gallery (Ottawa). In 2016, she
was selected for the prestigious Cinéfondation
residency in Paris. She is based in Montréal.

#incestement/incestiously
Derrière les portes / Behind the doors
video screening
Curator: Annaëlle Winand
Screening: Thursday, November 2nd, 7 pm
• Groupe Intervention Vidéo (GIV) (4001 Berri)

Body brought into a Western family—the opportunity for a
“better life.”
Body dependent, weakened, exposed to a forced displacement.
Adoption. A humanitarian act that must not be tarnished.
Incest. Minimized. Debated because the victim is not biologically related to their abuser.
Attempt to forget. Justify. Speak out. Treated as a liar and
an ungrateful person.
Denounce.

kimura byol-nathalie lemoine (MONTRÉAL)
kimura byol-nathalie lemoine (나타리 르무
완 * ナタリー.ルモワーヌ) is a multimedia
feminist artist whose work centres on identities
(diaspora, ethnicity, colourism, post-colonialism,
immigration, gender), and is expressed through
calligraphy, paintings, digital images, poems,
video, and photography. Their work has been
exhibited, screened, published, and supported
both nationally and internationally. They were
the recipient of a 2015 Vivacité Montréal Grant
from the Montreal Arts Council, the Powerhouse
Prize from La Centrale, and the 2017 documentary film residency Regard sur Montréal.

CUNTSTRUCTION
Derrière les portes / Behind the doors
video screening
Curator: Annaëlle Winand
Screening: Thursday, November 2nd, 7 pm
• Groupe Intervention Vidéo (GIV) (4001 Berri)

Faking vulnerability, employing beauty stereotypes, and
taking over gendered space, CUNTSTRUCTION juxtaposes
the bare “sexy” female form with a rugged construction
site. CUNTSTRUCTION works to free the feminine form by
empowering the body and reframing beauty in a potentially dangerous and unwelcoming zone. Filmed during the
cover of night, the videos capture our mission in a location
widely seen as a male-only zone: the construction site.
High-fashion nude models violate these spaces through
after-hours access.
The video will be featured along a performance by Les666
and Matt Miwa

Les666 (OTTAWA)
Les666 (Lesley Marshall) is an intermedia artist.
An award-winning filmmaker, Marshall has
worked as an independent curator (Available
Light Screening Collective, Arboretum Festival),
musician, instructor, committee member of SAW
Video, and performance artist as Lesley Demon
and Lesley 666. Marshall’s projections have accompanied performances by Flying Hórses, the
award-winning play Half Life, and featured at
Fashion Pop. Marshall also screams in the band
Bonnie Doon. Music videos made by her have
been featured internationally.

I had to trust my fall
Derrière les portes / Behind the doors
video screening
Curator: Annaëlle Winand
Screening: Thursday, November 2nd, 7 pm
• Groupe Intervention Vidéo (GIV) (4001 Berri)

Reflecting on imperatives of perfection and success,
I had to trust my fall is a video/performance/drawing
that reclaims a sense of self-trust in the process letting go. In this piece the performer draws something
that she cannot see, improvises a dance piece that
she is not aware of. She does not to know what she is
doing exactly but, determined, she keeps falling. She
lets her body do whatever it wants. Through this process of letting go, she learns how to trust herself and
emancipate herself from a successful outcome.

Rojin Shafiei (TORONTO)
Rojin Shafiei is an Iranian artist living and
working in Toronto. Shafiei received her BFA in
intermedia from Concordia University in 2017. In
her videos, art is a vehicle for the translation of
cultural messages and is used to present diverse
feminine subjectivities. She explores these
themes both through a literal documentary
approach and through symbols. She is particularly inspired by the observation of individuals’
routines and daily life within cities.

Baleada Queen
Derrière les portes / Behind the doors
video screening
Curator: Annaëlle Winand
Screening: Thursday, November 2nd, 7 pm
• Groupe Intervention Vidéo (GIV) (4001 Berri)

In the fall of 2016, following a series of traumatic incidents,
Beckwith decided to leave New York and move to Honduras
to live with her missionary parents. As she adjusted to life in
Central America, she experienced feelings of alienation so
intense that she began to author alternate-reality versions
of herself including Baleada Queen, a fallen telenovela star
desperate for redemption. This project is about her. It’s
about isolation, mental illness, voyeurism, and the the meaning of beauty and celebrity in the digital age. Her journey
to recovery is inextricably tied to that of Beckwith’s, as she
continually detaches from and reattaches to herself, discovering new means of expression and ways of relating to her
illness, her projected image, and the world at large.

Sarah Beckwith (HONDURAS)
A gringa raised in Latin America, Sarah Beckwith
has always been artistic; however, in early
adulthood she fell into a slumber. One day,
she formed an art collective with some college
friends and the spell was broken—she awakened artistically. She hasn’t stopped creating and
performing ever since. She currently resides in
Honduras where she works on developing her
alter ego: Baleada Queen.

It’s pink and nice but not really!
Derrière les portes / Behind the doors
video screening
Curator: Annaëlle Winand
Screening: Thursday, November 2nd, 7 pm
• Groupe Intervention Vidéo (GIV) (4001 Berri)

It’s pink and nice but not really! uses the gender performativity of female niceness as a jumping-off point for the
exploration of gendered injustices and harassment. Within
these short videos, the domestic objects living in performative spaces speak to this dynamic. Using a sickeningly sweet
aesthetic, the artist plays with this social phenomenon by
using the language women have traditionally been given:
flowers, patterns, and an overload of pink. Women are taught
to smile and nod. They are seen as the comforters. And they
say “sorry” too much. The milk is spilled, the teacup overflows, the petals fall. Femininity is equated with niceness.
Niceness is synonymous with being constantly agreeable.
Niceness is not speaking your mind. Niceness is possessing
low self-confidence. This schema of femininity creates a
world in which women must fight to be heard, to push back
against harassment and microaggressions.

Taylor Yocom (ST. LOUIS, É-U)
Taylor Yocom received her BFA in Photography
from the University of Iowa and her MFA in Visual Art from Washington University (St. Louis).
Her intermedia practice explores the pressures
and effects of the gender performativity of
female niceness, conflating this phenomenon
with tropes of performance. She has exhibited
regionally and nationally and has been featured
in news outlets such as HuffPost and BuzzFeed.

She is
exhibition
• Online: feministmediastudio.ca
November 1st, to December 31st, 2018
• On site, at Feminist Media Studio (FMS)
November, 1st, 2018, to January 31st, 2019

Angeline Meitzler (BROOKLYN)
She is is a visual art piece that resides on the web. It is
a steady stream of thoughts and comments rearranging in new compositions. The content was created
using the first 100 tweets that contained the hashtag
#azizansari shortly after the article about the actor/
comedian Aziz Ansari and his encounter with a woman
named “Grace” was published by Babe.net. The batch
of tweets are randomly recontextualized every five seconds and are exposed anonymously. As the selected
tweets interact on the browser, they begin to create
a conversation amongst themselves as we read the
opinions of others.

Angeline Meitzler is an artist and
computational designer from Detroit
currently based in Brooklyn. She is
interested in questioning the ideologies
in language and digital culture. She
experiments with 2D mediums and various forms of digital approaches such
as artificial intelligence and creative
coding. Her work has been exhibited
in both public and private venues, and
she is a featured artist with Detroit Art
Press and Jude Collective.

Black Room
exhibition until November, 11, 2018
Vernissage: Friday, November 2nd, 2018, 4 pm – 5:30 pm
• Technoloculture Art and Games (TAG)

Cassie McQuarter (LOS ANGELES)
In Black Room, you play as an insomniac on the verge of
sleep, moving through shifting states of consciousness. Hallucinatory, pixelated visions of landscapes filled with characters
from the games of your childhood appear as you click through
fragile internet spaces. Often interrupted, you continually
return to the Black Room, a meditation technique your mother
taught you for falling asleep, visualizing black flowers in a
black vase on a black table in the center of a black room.
Conceived as a feminist dungeon crawler, this game features a majority female cast of video game sprites from the
1970s-current day. This work seeks to bring these characters
together to form new narratives: Chun Li reposes in a desert
oasis filled with flamingos; Catwoman cartwheels across the
nighttime beaches of Coney Island; Jennifer Simpson, the
lead character from Clock Tower, runs endlessly through the
brightly pixelated fantasy landscapes of the Oregon Trail.

Cassie McQuater is a new media artist currently living and working in Los
Angeles. Her games and experimental
narratives have been shown at the 21st
International Symposium of Electronic
Art in DIY arcade spaces in Detroit and
at alternative game festivals around the
world. Her current work is influenced by
her grandmother, who stayed up every
night playing Zelda until dawn.

Encrypt Your Nudes
workshop
Friday, November 2nd, 5:30 pm – 7 pm
• La Centrale Galerie Powerhouse

Liane Décary-Chen (MONTREAL)
The web offers a unique environment for queers, women,
and marginalized people to grow and create communities. But these spaces often find themselves under attack
from conservative and hateful groups. The purpose of this
workshop is to help members of marginalized communities
develop self-defense tools to improve their own safety and
privacy on the web. This endeavour aims to reclaim agency
over those spaces, lives, and communities both online and
offline. The workshop will cover basic low-tech security
techniques related to one’s online presence as well as techniques to counteract cyber harassment and online attacks
(legal recourse, damage-control, self-care). This introductory workshop will not cover deeper cybersecurity concerns
such as government surveillance and the gathering of information by corporate entities. This workshop is based on the
collective Tech Witches’ zine Encrypt Your Nudes!.

Liane Décary-Chen is an artist and
researcher operating within the fields of
digital and interactive media. Throughout
her practice, she has investigated themes
such as empowerment and identity
through games (Arcade Our Way), wearable computing (XS Labs), interactive
filmmaking (Concordia Chair in Interactive
Filmmaking), and community organising (GAMERella, Tech Witches, etc.). A
common thread that runs through all her
projects is the desire to help marginalised
people gain agency over their bodies,
lives, and stories through digital tools.

The Novels of Elsgüer (Episode 3)
- Live Despecho
Code : corps
Group Exhibition
Vernissage: Friday, November, 2nd, 7 pm – 10 pm
Exhibition until December 2nd, 2018
• articule

Without a linear narrative, The Novels of Elsgüer (Episode 3)
— Live Despecho invites viewers to participate in a space
of translation between physical and virtual experiences of
the body through an immersive video installation, a 360° VR
piece, and a performance with wearable textile sculptures.
Drawing from their personal experiences as Colombian
immigrants, Acosta and Tavera have created this interactive
piece as a reflection on the way migrant bodies and their
multiple representations yearn to belong. The VR exploration allows viewers to question their own position as bodies
that belong to physical places or as multiple beings that
inhabit virtual realms. The feelings of longing and displacement become the only tools to navigate the installation.

Laura Acosta +
Santiago Tavera (MONTREAL)
Santiago Tavera and Laura Acosta are Colombian-Canadian transdisciplinary artists based
in Montreal. Stemming from their experiences
of migration, their collaboration explores the
notions of displacement, belonging, and self
re-presentation. Their collaborative practice
presents a combination of material, corporeal
and digital mediums. Through this, they intend
to focus on technology’s capacity to expand
a subjective narrative, abstract it, and make it
interactive. Their work merges multimedia installations, immersive 3D and VR graphics, storytelling, experimental soundscapes, performance,
and textile practices.

Untitled (men responding)
Code : corps
Group Exhibition
Vernissage: Friday, November, 2nd, 7 pm – 10 pm
Exhibition until December 2nd, 2018
• articule

This process-based work explores the objectification of
women on the social media platform Instagram and gender
inequality in cultural industries. Untitled (men responding)
engages with artists who objectify and sexualize women
on social media for fame, credibility, and capital gain. It is
the outcome of a performance action wherein male photographers were asked to recreate one of their photographs
with themselves as the model and the artist as the photographer. This piece takes the form of printed screenshots of
their responses.

Lesya Nakoneczny (MONTREAL)
Lesya Nakoneczny is an artist based in
Montreal. Her work considers identity,
the psyche, and interpersonal relationships through an intermedia practice
based in video, photography, performance, and sound. Gender, sexuality, and
the uncanny are secondary exploratory
pathways in her practice. Contemplative, figurative, and gestural, her work
serves as a springboard for discussion
on the representation of women in
media, identity politics, and the feminine
experience in a contemporary world.

Collaboration and Resistance :
Towards a Network of Feminist Festivals in Media Arts
A discussion with :
NOVA XX (Bruxelles)
Refresh (New York)
Studio XX / HTMlles (Montreal)
Saturday, November, 3rd, 1 pm – 2:30 pm
• OBORO (4001 Berri)

Over the past two years, two new feminist media arts festivals have emerged. Studio XX celebrates this by inviting
curators Lola Martinez (Refresh, New York) and Stéphanie
Pécourt (Nova XX, Brussels) to present their initiatives. Julie
Alary Lavallée, general coordinator of Studio XX and HTMlles Festival, will engage in a discussion with them about
various issues related to the specific mandates of the three
festivals. Motivated by a common desire for collaboration
and resistance, they will discuss, among others, the following
question: how to set up a critical and collaborative network
for a better representation of feminist communities in the
media arts industries?

This event is presented in collaboration with

Longterm Longtable
public discussion / performance / dinner party
Saturday, November 3rd, and Sunday, November 4th, 4 pm – 6 pm
• Feminist Media Studio (FMS)

Longterm Longtable is a community discussion series centered around three topics: accessibility, accountability, and
call-out culture. The main framework of the longtable is a
public discussion/performance/dinner party. Conceived by
artist Lois Weaver, there are two main rules: those seated at
the table are speakers, and those not seated are listeners.
Speakers eventually take their leave, allowing listeners to join
the table. This will be elaborated upon by adding video chat
participation, and, following the festival, formatting transcriptions into a digital publication to ensure discussions are not
lost in collective memory. Going beyond the hashtag, both
the format and content (suggested questions and invited
guests) will set the table to explore the success of #MeToo in
activating social change and its failure to adequately account
for race, class, ability, and gender diversity in enabling survivors to demand accountability from communities in which
they participate.

A.A.S.K. Montreal
A.A.S.K. Montreal (Artists and Allies
Seeking Knowledge/Know-how) is
a not-for-profit community and volunteer-driven initiative whose aim is to
create a space for all to learn skills and
improve the physical, psychological, and
interpersonal safety within the Montreal
music and artistic communities. They
focus on accessible entry-level education and training, resource sharing and
discussion, as well as addressing problems of discrimination and oppression.

Love Songs to Failure
video-performance
Saturday, November 3rd, 7 pm
• Studio 303

“Let’s just be friends” is typically the chorus of failed
love. But for Sajgalik and Vroemen, this statement is the
source! They are redefining the love song as something
that doesn’t limit itself to normative romance, allowing
it to become an ode to failure. Unlike romantic relationships, friendship thrives with autonomy and creating space. Like unproductive infrastructure, the place
that friendship inhabits is open-ended, undefined with
potential. For the performance, recorded memories are
remixed with projections, movement, and live musical
improvisation.The work aims to create love songs that
celebrate friendship as a radical alliance. Opening up the
imagination to what becomes possible when romance
loses its hegemony.

Nina Vroemen
+ Alejandro Sajgalik

(MONTREAL)

An interdisciplinary artist and energy worker, Alejandro
Sajgalik is a descendent of restless blood. His current
practice honours the transformative potential of transient deep-rootedness, drawing from his experience
with somatic movement, urban voids, queerness, intimacy and holistic bodywork. His work includes dance
performances, videos, experimental music and writings.
Nina Vroemen seeks projects that quicken the heart.
Working primarily with video, dance, and sonic experimentation, she aims to engage audiences in realizing
multi-perspective narratives, unmarked history and
the silhouettes of memory. Her interests and research
include queer identities, digital humanities, alternative
education, storytelling, human rights, and environmental issues.

Off-Script: Technologies and Tactics
of Feminist Errancy
conference
Sunday, November 4, and Monday, November 5, 8:30 am – 7 pm
• Institute for Gender, Sexuality and Feminist Studies (IGSF)

Confirmed speakers:
Marcela Fuentes (Northwestern University)
Jasmeen Pantheja (Blank Noise, Bangalore)
Professor Rebecca Harrison (University of Glasgow)
More information will be shared online:
mcgill.ca/igsf/events/script-technologies-and-tactics-feminist-errancy
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Guest International Festivals

CONTACT
Roxane Halary
Communications Coordinator
communications@studioxx.org
514-845-7934
Studio XX
4001, rue Berri, suite 201
Montréal, QC
H2L 4H2
Opening Hours:
Tueday – Friday
10 am – 5 pm

htmlles.net
Facebook: @htmllesfestival
Instagram: @studio_xx
Twitter: @StudioXX
#htmlles
#htmllesfestival
#beyondthehashtag
#audeladuhashtag

